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Attractiveness of asset classes 
Short-term estimates of Erste Bank (updated quarterly)  

 

Segment Asset Class -- - neutral + ++

Euro Money Market l

Euro Government Bonds Investment Grade l 

Euro Corporate Bonds l

US Corporate Bonds l 

Euro High Yield l

US High Yield l

Emerging Sovereigns Hard Currency  l

Emerging Corporates Hard Currency l

CEE Sovereigns Local Currency l 

Emerging Sovereigns Local Currency l 

Developed Markets  l

Emerging Markets l
Other Gold l 

Real Estate l

Commodities l

Alternative Investments Low Vol l

Alternative Investments High Vol l

Bonds 

Investment 

Grade

Bonds High 

Yield

Equities

 

  
With reference to the chart „Asset Class Attractiveness”: please refer to the annex for the underlying index. Forecasts are no reliable indicator 
for future performance. 

Asset Class Attractiveness 

Short term forecast Erste Bank 

Private Banking Investment Outlook 
Executive Summary 

Dear Readers, 
 
the current containment measures to contain COVID-19 will lead to a decline in GDP in the euro area in 
Q4 2020. After Q1 2021, however, warmer temperatures combined with widespread use of vaccines and 
improved rapid testing should allow for a lifting of the containment measures and a recovery of the 
economy. Market sentiment has improved markedly in recent weeks. As a result, the safest German 
Bunds have become less attractive. We expect yields to continue to rise slowly in the course of 2021. 
After an inflation rate in the euro zone of +0.2% in 2020, we expect a recovery to +1.0% in 2021. We 
assume that a significant cooling of the US economy began in November and will probably continue into 
February. Although the US economy is facing a slow start to 2021, it should bring a strong recovery overall. 
The global equity index rose +9.8% in EUR terms in November after the announcement of successful 
clinical trials for COVID-19 vaccinations. The medium-term outlook for equities remains positive (2021e: 
+26.8%) due to the expected high global profit growth next year. The price of gold was down -7.9% in 
EUR terms in November. The medium-term outlook for the gold price remains positive. 
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The current restriction measures to contain COVID-19 will 
lead to a decline of Eurozone GDP in 4Q20. The services 
sector is suffering the most from the restrictions. On the 
other hand, industry is holding up comparatively well, 
since global value chains are not interrupted, unlike in 
spring. We also expect restrictions to be imposed in 1Q21, 
which will have a dampening effect on growth. Thereafter, 
however, warmer temperatures in conjunction with the 
widespread use of vaccines and improved rapid tests 
should make it possible to lift the restrictions. This should 
enable a rapid recovery of the economy. 

 
Eurozone inflation stabilized at -0.3% y/y in November. 
This is mainly due to continued substantial downward 
pressure from energy prices (-8% y/y in November) and a 
stable low core inflation rate of +0.2% y/y. In the short 
term, the downward pressure from both factors on inflation 
will continue, but in the medium term at least the 
substantial downward pressure from energy prices should 
ease. We therefore expect a recovery from an inflation 
rate of +0.2% in 2020 to +1.0% in 2021. 

Eurozone Economics 
Overview 

With reference to the graphs (pictured above): forecasts are not a reliable indicator for future performance.  
* Forecasts are no reliable indicator for future performance. 
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Following the recent meeting of the Governing Council, 
there were clear indications that monetary policy would be 
eased at the next meeting in December. A combination of 
measures was announced. This is a reaction to the rising 
number of infections with COVID-19 and the economic 
damage foreseeable as a result. We expect an extension 
of the PEPP purchase program until the end of 2021 and 
an increase in the funds available for it. Furthermore, the 
conditions for liquidity from the ECB for banks should be 
further improved. However, we consider a change in the 
APP purchasing program to be unlikely, and we consider 
a reduction in key interest rates even less likely. 
 
Forecast: somewhat negative  
 

 
With the foreseeable start of vaccinations against COVID-
19, the mood on the markets has improved noticeably 
over the past few weeks. As a result, the safest German 
Bunds have lost their attractiveness. The general 
environment should improve further in the coming year. 
The COVID-19 pandemic should increasingly be brought 
under control, even if some difficult months still lie ahead. 
For the markets, however, a look beyond this period 
should be decisive. At the same time, however, the ECB 
will continue to increase excess liquidity in the market 
through further purchases of securities. All in all, we see 
this as speaking in favor of further, albeit only slow, 
increases in yields in the course of 2021. 

 
Euro Fixed Income  
Money Market and Government Bonds 

 
Yield premiums for country credit risk have fallen below 
the pre-coronavirus level and are trending sideways. This 
development was supported by two factors. 1) The 
European Commission's reconstruction programme, 
under which the Commission issues bonds and individual 
states also receive grants (as opposed to loans). 2) The 
European Central Bank's pandemic bond purchase 
programme (PEPP), which was increased and extended 
in December. The future inflation rates priced into the 
bond prices have made up for around three quarters of 
the slump from the beginning of the year (currently: 10Y 
Germany at 0.88%). 
 
Forecast: somewhat negative 

 

With reference to the graphs (pictured above): forecasts are not a reliable indicator for future performance. Please refer to the annex for the 
underlying index.  
* Forecasts are no reliable indicator for future performance. 
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We assume that November marked the start of a 
significant cooling of the US economy, and that this will 
probably continue into February. The reasons are, again, 
significantly higher COVID-19 infection rates and thus 
new containment measures, as well as lower support 
payments for the unemployed. It should be possible to 
reduce the containment measures in the coming year also 
due to the incipient vaccinations. Furthermore, we expect 
a fiscal package to be passed in January, which will 
include higher payments to the unemployed. However, all 
of this is unlikely to have any impact before March. This 
means that the US economy will see a slow start to 2021, 
but the year overall should bring a strong recovery. 

 
US Economics 
Overview 

With reference to the graphs (pictured above): forecasts are not a reliable indicator for future performance. 
* Forecasts are no reliable indicator for future performance. 
 

 

 
For the coming months, we expect largely stable low 
inflation rates in the USA. The price of oil will probably 
remain well below the level of the comparable period of 
the previous year for several months to come, thus 
dampening the inflation rate. This effect should be 
reversed in the spring and thus lead to a temporary jump 
in the inflation rate. This will also be helped by the general 
fall in prices with the outbreak of the crisis in spring 2020, 
which will temporarily keep the basis for comparison with 
2021 very low. Beyond these foreseeable fluctuations, we 
expect a stable underlying inflation rate of slightly below 
2%. This is because the persistently high unemployment 
rate will keep wage increases within narrow limits. 
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Since the last meeting of the US Federal Reserve's 
(FOMC) monetary policy-making body, COVID-19 
infection rates have risen massively. Nevertheless, there 
have been no concrete indications of monetary policy 
easing in recent weeks. The minutes of the meeting in 
November only suggest that the duration of securities 
purchases will be linked to economic developments. 
Monthly minimum volumes could also be set, but we 
believe that this is unlikely. Unless there is a massive 
increase in purchases, the decision in December should 
have little impact on the markets, which already expect a 
continued very generous supply of liquidity. 

 
With the prospect of vaccination against COVID-19 
starting soon, the improvement in the economic 
environment has become more concrete. The 
attractiveness of safe US government bonds suffered as 
a result and prices fell accordingly. In the coming year, it 
should be possible to push back the pandemic more and 
more, which should further brighten the outlook for the 
economy. This will continue to weigh on the bond market 
and thus cause yields to rise further. On the other hand, 
however, unchanged key interest rates for several years 
to come and a continued very generous supply of liquidity 
by the central bank will support the bond market. We 
therefore expect yields to rise only slowly. 

 
US Fixed Income 
Money Market and Government Bonds 

 
With the recent publication of test results, a start of 
vaccination against COVID-19 soon has become almost 
certain. The somewhat earlier improvement in the 
environment suggests that the euro could appreciate 
against the dollar earlier than we originally expected. We 
now expect to see a noticeable movement by the end of 
the first quarter of 2021, although this should flatten out 
as the year progresses. The situation in the two currency 
areas will not differ fundamentally. However, the 
environment in 2021 - at least from today's perspective - 
should show significantly less risk, which argues against 

the dollar. 

With reference to the graphs (pictured above): forecasts are not a reliable indicator for future performance. Please refer to the annex for the 
underlying index.  
* Forecasts are no reliable indicator for future performance.. 
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Successes in vaccine development had a strong impact 
on the corporate bond market in November. In the hope 
of a rapid economic recovery in 2021, investors ignored 
the temporary negative effects of the recent lockdowns. 
Yields and spreads on investment grade corporate bonds 
have now fallen to pre-pandemic levels. We expect the 
ECB to expand and extend its pandemic emergency 
purchase program PEPP in December. Its purchases 
should keep risk premiums in the IG segment low. We 
recommend IG-rated hybrid bonds. Their higher yields 
compensate for the higher volatility of these subordinated 
bonds. 
 
Forecast: neutral 

 
 

 

 
Investment grade corporate bonds have now made up 
much of the increase in the credit risk premium from last 
March. After the mechanistic, strong economic recovery 
due to the lifting of containment measures in May and 
June, economic activity growth rates are slowing. On the 
negative side, the increase in the number of confirmed 
new infections is the main factor. In addition, the trend 
towards higher yields on US government bonds is also 
having a negative impact. On the positive side is the 
positive market reaction to the US election results and 
optimistic vaccine news. In addition, the Fed's ultra-
expansive monetary policy has a supportive effect. 
 
Forecast: neutral  
 

 
Corporate Bonds 
Investment Grade 

With reference to the performance graphs: past performance is not a reliable indicator of future peformance. Please refer to the annex for the 
underlying index. 
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Thanks to successes in vaccine development, high-yield 
(HY) bonds recently outperformed IG bonds. This reflects 
hopes of a rapid economic recovery in 2021 and the 
prospect of monetary policy easing by the ECB at its 
meeting on December 10. The lockdowns are not clouding 
the mood in industry as much as in the spring. But delayed 
insolvencies could dampen risk appetite and make 
refinancing more difficult for issuers with a weaker rating 
than BB. We recommend BB bonds. The BB-BBB spread 
differential is above pre-pandemic levels. If the economy 
picks up from Q2 2021 onwards, as we expect it to, it 
should fall. 
 
Forecast: neutral 
 

 
Below investment grade corporate bonds have now offset 
around 90% of the increase in the credit risk premium from 
last March. On the negative side, the increase in the 
number of confirmed new infections is the main factor. In 
addition, the trend towards higher yields on US 
government bonds and the tightening of banks' lending 
guidelines are weighing on the situation. On the positive 
side, there is a positive market reaction to the US election 
results, optimistic vaccine news and the continued rise in 
survey-based economic indicators. In addition, the Fed's 
ultra-expansive monetary policy is providing support 
 
Forecast: somewhat positive 

 
High Yield Bonds 
Corporate Bonds with a Speculative Rating 

With reference to the performance graphs: past performance is not a reliable indicator of future peformance. Please refer to the annex for the 
underlying index. 
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Russia: On the epidemiological side, a further 
acceleration of new infections is evident. Significant 
decline in the already low real economic growth (2019: 
1.3%, 2020: -3.7%, originally: -4%). In line with this, the 
government budget surplus disappears (2019: 1.9% of 
GDP, 2020: -4.7% of GDP). Inflation rises slightly (4Q 19: 
3.4%, 4Q 20: 4.3% pa). The central bank has reacted by 
lowering key interest rates (currently: 4.25%). Since 
November, positive vaccine news has supported the oil 
price and the rouble. Bonds are holding up well. Yield 
premiums on hard currency bonds are tending to narrow, 
while yields on local currency bonds are moving sideways. 

 
China: Significant decline in real economic growth, but 
less pronounced than originally expected: (2019: 6.1%; 
2020: 2%; previously: 1.3%). In the fourth quarter China 
was the only major country to almost complete its 
economic recovery from the slump. Extensive fiscal and 
monetary policy measures to mitigate the consequences 
of the slump (higher liquidity, higher budget deficit, higher 
credit growth). The new five-year plan includes measures 
to boost the domestic economy. A medium-term goal is a 
further doubling of GDP, this time by 2035, with the 
currency showing a strengthening trend since the 
beginning of June vs. The prospect of a Biden presidency 
is positive.  

BRIC Economics 
Brazil, Russia, India and China 

 
Brazil: No flattening of the curve is apparent on the 
epidemiological side. Decline in economic growth 
dramatic but not as severe as originally assumed (2019: 
1.1%; 2020: -4.6%; originally: -7%). Inflation is subject to 
moderate upward pressure (end of 2019: 3.4%; end of 
2020: 4.1%). The already high budget deficit will increase 
significantly (2019: 6% of GDP; 2020: 9.3% of GDP). The 
central bank has reacted to a historic low of 2% with sharp 
cuts in key interest rates. In addition, the currency (real) 
has also stabilised in line with the incipient recovery on 
the markets. The spread for country risk (USD bonds) is 
tending to narrow and has now made up almost three 
quarters of the widening in March. 

 
India: On the epidemiological side, only a slight flattening 
of the curve is visible. Significant decline in the already 
low economic growth (2019: 4.2%, 2020: -9.0%). At the 
same time, inflation remains stubbornly at a high level 
(7.6% pa in October). The budget deficit has increased to 
7.4% of GDP, limiting the scope for fiscal 
countermeasures. The central bank has lowered the key 
interest rate to 4%. However, the higher level of non-
performing loans is hampering the transmission 
mechanism of monetary policy. At least the currency has 
been able to strengthen after the initial weakening in line 
with the incipient economic recovery. However, the trend 
decline in yields on government bonds seems to have 
come to a halt. 
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Credit risk spreads have now wiped out around 85% of 
the March expansion. The biggest risk is a rise in 
bankruptcies, because sales growth is falling but fixed 
costs have to be serviced. In addition, productivity will be 
affected and banks will become more restrictive in their 
lending. Fiscal aid packages have been put together in 
many countries and monetary policy has become more 
expansionary (more liquidity, lower interest rates). The 
risk of borrowing in a foreign currency has fallen 
somewhat as local currencies have strengthened against 
the USD. The decisive factor is the nature of the recovery 
after the slump. Permanent damage to the economy? 
 
Forecast: somewhat positive 

Emerging Market Bonds in Euro 
Hedged in EUR 

 
The spread for country credit risk is now below the pre-
Covid level. The positive vaccine news and extremely 
expansive monetary policies are supporting this. The 
trend weakening of the USD against a basket of 
currencies is also helping. Furthermore, the prospect of a 
Biden presidency is positive. At the same time, there are 
several risks: 1) On the epidemiological side, the curve is 
still not flattening out in several countries. 2) Probable 
economic secondary round effects. Structural risks could 
thus come to the fore once again: External imbalances 
(current account deficits, external debt) and internal 
imbalances (budget deficits, inflation). 3) Trend towards 
rising yields on US government bonds. 
 
Forecast: neutral  

With reference to the performance graphs: past performance is not a reliable indicator of future peformance. Please refer to the annex for the 
underlying index. 
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Yields on local currency bonds have fallen well below pre-
crisis levels (currently 4.3%). In addition, in line with the 
general cyclical recovery on the markets, the emerging 
markets (EM) currencies have also strengthened 
somewhat against the USD since mid-May. In contrast to 
previous crises, many EM central banks have been able 
to lower their key interest rates in order to support the 
economy (currently in aggregate: 3%). In addition, some 
EM countries have announced bond purchase 
programmes by their respective central banks. However, 
countries with structural imbalances (higher inflation 
and/or increased public debt) have limited room for 
manoeuvre. 
 
Forecast: neutral  
 

 
Collapse of gross domestic product: CZ (2019: 2.6%, 
2020: -6.9%), HU (2019: 4.9%, 2020: -6.0), PL (2019: 
4.1%, 2020: -3.3%), RO (2019: 4.1%, 2020: -5.24%), TR 
(2019: 0.9%, 2020: +0.7%). The second wave of infection 
will also lead to a contraction of GDP in the CEE region in 
Q4. The central banks have reacted to the first wave by 
lowering key interest rates. Some have also initiated bond 
purchase programmes. Currencies have stabilized. Yields 
on local currency bonds and the yield premiums on hard 
currency bonds have stabilised after the declines. The 
decisive factor is the type of recovery after the slump 
(permanent damage? secondary round effects?) 
 
Forecast: somewhat negative 

Emerging Market Bonds in Local Currency 
Global and Central Europe 

With reference to the performance graphs: past performance is not a reliable indicator of future peformance. Please refer to the annex for the 
underlying index. 
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The global stock index rose by +9.8% in EUR terms in 
November. The announcement of successful clinical trials 
for COVID-19 vaccines boosted investor confidence in 
November. Cyclical stocks in particular benefited from the 
subsequent market rally. The Stoxx 600 Index rose by 
+13.7% in EUR. The S&P 500, which is mainly 
characterised by growth stocks, rose by +7.9% in EUR. In 
the medium term, the outlook for equities remains positive 
(2021e: +26.8%) due to the expected high global earnings 
growth next year. We expect a moderate rise in the 
leading indices in December. The upward trend in cyclical 
stocks should continue for the time being. 
 
Forecast: neutral  

 
For the coming year, the prospects for sales and profit 
growth for companies in the developed markets are 
improving. US companies are expected to increase sales 
by +7.7% and profits by +21% in 2021. The healthcare 
and technology sectors are expected to continue to show 
the most stable development. In Europe, sales are 
expected to increase by +6.7% and profits by +38% next 
year. The Japanese equity market should also benefit 
from expectations of strong earnings growth next year 
(2021e: +29%). We expect a moderate rise in the leading 
indices of Europe, the US and also Japan in December. 

Equities Developed Markets 
Overview 

With reference to the performance graphs: past performance is not a reliable indicator of future peformance. Please refer to the annex for the 
underlying index. 
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Successful vaccination studies on COVID-19 have 
boosted confidence in the potential containment of the 
disease. This increased investors' willingness to take 
risks. Commodity prices rose, but the USD weakened. As 
a result, the global emerging market index strengthened 
by +11.3% in EUR terms in November. The highly cyclical 
Brazilian leading index rose the most (in EUR: +14.4%). 
Strong earnings growth is expected for emerging markets 
next year (2021e: +24.7%). The moderate valuation (P/E 
2021e: 17.6x) also suggests a positive market trend in the 
medium term. The global leading index for emerging 
markets should show a moderate upward trend in 
December. 
 
Forecast: somewhat positive  

Equities Emerging Markets 
Overview 

With reference to the performance graphs: past performance is not a reliable indicator of future peformance. Please refer to the annex for the 
underlying index. 
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Transaction volumes in the real estate sector are slowly 
picking up again - the year-on-year declines are 
decreasing again, supported by low interest rates and 
support measures from central banks and politicians. 
However, investor interest is tending towards more 
conservative sectors (especially residential real estate) 
and is focusing on the investors' home region - probably 
also a sign of reduced risk appetite. In Europe, vacancy 
rates in the office sector rose to 6.3 % in the third quarter 
- but are still well below the global figure of 12.1 % and 
also below the long-term European average. 
 
Forecast: neutral  

Alternative Investments 
Real Estate, Gold and Commodities 

 
In November the gold price was down -7.9% in EUR 
terms. The positive results of clinical trials for COVID-19 
vaccination studies announced over the last month led to 
increased risk appetite among investors. Gold, which is 
also considered a safe-haven asset, came under selling 
pressure. The medium-term outlook for the gold price 
remains positive. The global central banks are unlikely to 
raise their key interest rates for a few more years due to 
the negative consequences of the COVID-19 spread and 
will keep yields very low by purchasing government 
bonds. Negative real interest rates support the price of 
gold. We expect the price of gold to move sideways in 
December. 
 
Forecast: neutral 

 
The survey-based indicators of industrial production 
(purchasing managers' indices) rose significantly in the 
months from May to November following the sharp slump 
in April. In the base scenario, economic activity in the 
manufacturing sector continues to increase. In addition, 
the positive news on vaccines has a supportive effect. In 
line with this, the prices of industrial metals, similar to 
share prices, have been rising since the end of March. In 
the energy sector, the oil price has been rising since May. 
On the supply side, the (fragile) oil alliance is keeping 
supply tight, while on the demand side, economic 
recovery is helping. 
 
Forecast: neutral  

With reference to the performance graphs: past performance is not a reliable indicator of future peformance. Please refer to the annex for the 
underlying index. 
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Overview of Key Assetclasses  
YTD Performance 
 

With reference to the performance graphs: past performance is not a reliable indicator of future peformance. This performance 
representation has little validity due to its short duration. Please refer to the annex for the underlying index. 
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Overview of Key Assetclasses  
5 Year Performance 

With reference to the performance graphs: past performance is not a reliable indicator of future peformance. Please refer to the annex for 
the underlying index. 
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• The BofA Merrill Lynch Euro Currency 3-Month LIBOR Constant Maturity Ind - Total Rtn Idx ValEuro Money Market 

• The BofA Merrill Lynch AAA-AA Euro Government Index - Total Rtn Idx ValEuro Government Bonds AAA-AA

• The BofA Merrill Lynch Euro Government Index - Tot RI Val Hedged in EuroEuro Government Bonds  Investment Grade

• The BofA Merrill Lynch Euro Inflation-Linked Government Index - Tot RI Val Hedged in EuroEuro Government Bonds  Inflation-Linked

• The BofA Merrill Lynch US Mortgage Backed Securities Index - Tot RI Val Hedged in EuroUS Mortgage-Backed Securities

• The BofA Merrill Lynch Euro Corporate Index - Tot RI Val Hedged in EuroEuro Corporates Investment Grade

• The BofA Merrill Lynch US Corporate Index - Tot RI Val Hedged in EuroUS Corporates

• The BofA Merrill Lynch Euro High Yield Index - Tot RI Val Hedged in EuroEuro High Yield

• The BofA Merrill Lynch US High Yield Index - Tot RI Val Hedged in EuroUS High Yield

• The BofA Merrill Lynch Global Emerging Markets Sovereign Plus Index - Tot RI Val Hedged in EuroEmerging Market Bonds in Hard Currency

• The BofA Merrill Lynch Global Emerging Markets Credit Index - Tot RI Val Hedged in EuroEmerging Corporates in Hard Currency

• The BofA Merrill Lynch Local Debt Markets Plus Index - Total Rtn Idx Val - TOT RETURN IND in EuroEmerging Market Bonds in Local Currency

• The BofA Merrill Lynch Eastern Europe Government Index - Total Rtn Idx Val in EuroCEE Governmnet Bonds in Local Currency

• Developed Markets Datastream Market  - TOT RETURN IND in EuroEquites Developed Markets

• Europe Datastream Market  - TOT RETURN IND in EuroEquities Europe

• North America Datastream Market  - TOT RETURN IND in EuroEquities North America

• Japan Datastream Market  - TOT RETURN IND in EuroEquities Japan

• Emerging Markets Datastream Market  - TOT RETURN IND in EuroEquities Emerging Markets

• REAL INVEST AUSTRIA T - TOT RETURN INDReal Estate 

• Gold Bullion LBM U$/Troy Ounce in EuroGold

• Credit Suisse All Hedge EuroHedge Funds

• Bloomberg- Commodity Ind TR - RETURN IND. (OFCL) in EuroCommodities

Index-Guide 
Overview 
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This is a marketing message and no investment research. It has 
been not prepared in compliance with the legislation promoting 
independent investment research and is not subject to a trading ban 
following the dissemination of investment research. 
The financial products are offered to the public in Austria. The Final 
Terms deposited with the Austrian Financial Market Authority (FMA) 
as well as the Base Prospectus including supplements, if any, 
constitute the only legal basis for these financial products and are 
therefore exclusively binding. A base prospectus was prepared and 
approved by the Austrian Financial Market Authority (FMA) in 
accordance with the provisions of Directive 2003/71/EC of the 
European Parliament and the Council, Commission Regulation (EC) 
No 809/2004, and Section 7 (4) of the Austrian Capital Markets Act 
[Kapitalmarktgesetz/KMG]. For certain investment products, so-
called "packaged investment products" within the meaning of 
Regulation (EU) No 1286/2014 (PRIIPs Regulation), the law 
prescribes a key information document ("KID") in addition, which sets 
out the key features of the relevant financial product. The complete 
information on the relevant financial product [Base Prospectus, Final 
Terms, Supplements, if any, Key Information Document ("KID"), if 
any] are available free of charge at the registered office of the Issuer, 
Am Belvedere 1, 1100 Vienna during normal business hours. An 
electronic version of the documents is also available on the website 
of Erste Group Bank AG: www.erstegroup.com/emissionsen. Please 
also note the WAG 2018 Customer Information of your bank. 
 
This is an advertisement. The information is not binding. Printing 
errors reserved. This document is intended to provide additional 
information to our investors and is based on the knowledge of the 
creators of the copy at the time of going to press. Our analyses and 
conclusions are of a general nature and do not consider the individual 
needs of our investors in terms of returns, taxation or risk tolerance. 
They do not constitute an investment recommendation. Please note 
that apart from the described opportunities investing in securities 
also entails risks. Past performance allows no reliable conclusions 
regarding future developments. The financial product and the related 
product documentation may not be offered, sold, resold, delivered or 
published, directly or indirectly, to natural or legal persons whose 
domicile/residence is in a country where this is prohibited by law. This 
applies in particular to the following countries: Australia, United 
Kingdom, Japan, Canada and the United States of America 
(including "US Persons" as defined in Regulation S under the 
Securities Act 1933 as amended from time to time). 
 
The following important legal information refers to the Erste 
Group Research contributions on page 3 et seq. 
 
Other information: 
The publication on the above pages was created by Erste Group 
Bank AG or one of its affiliates (jointly referred to as "Erste Group") 
and represents other information as defined in the Circular Letter of 
the Financial Market Authority concerning information including 
marketing communications pursuant to the Austrian Securities 
Supervision Act [WAG] 2007). This publication is intended as an 
additional source of information for interested investors and 
represents only general information, information about product 
design or macroeconomic information, without any sales promotion 
statements. It does not constitute a marketing communication as 
defined in Article 36 (2) of Delegated Regulation (EU) 2017/565 
because no sales incentives are included. This publication is for 
information only.  

This publication is no investment research as defined in Article 36 (1) 
of Delegated Regulation (EU) 2017/565. It has been not prepared in 
compliance with the legislation promoting independent investment 
research and is not subject to the trading ban following the 
dissemination of investment research. This publication solely serves 
the purpose of non-binding and additional information and is based 
on the state of knowledge of the persons entrusted with its 
preparation at the time of going to press. The contents of this 
publication are subject to change without prior notice. The publication 
does not constitute investment advice or an investment 
recommendation, nor an offer or a recommendation, nor an invitation 
to tender for the purchase or sale of a security or financial product, 
nor its inclusion in a trading strategy. The information contained in 
this publication comes from publicly available sources which are 
believed to be reliable by Erste Group, without, however, having 
necessarily been verified by independent third parties. Although 
Erste Group classifies the sources claimed by it to be reliable, Erste 
Group (including its agents and employees) makes no warranty, 
neither explicit nor implied, and assumes no liability with respect to 
completeness or accuracy of the content of this publication or to the 
effect that it is up to date. In this publication Erste Group may use 
hyperlinks to other web pages. 

However, hyperlinks to other web pages shall not mean that Erste 
Group agrees with their content. Neither an entity of Erste Group, nor 
a member of the executive board or supervisory board, a director or 
managing director, an executive or any other employee of an entity 
of Erste Group shall be liable for any costs, losses or damages of 
any kind (including consequential or indirect damages or lost profit) 
which arise due to reliance on the content of this publication. All 
opinions, estimates or forecasts reflect the current assessment of the 
author(s) at the time of publication and do not necessarily represent 
the opinion of Erste Group. They are subject to change without prior 
notice at any time. Erste Group is under no obligation to update, 
modify or supplement this publication or to inform the recipients in 
any other way in the case that a circumstance or opinion, estimation 
or forecast contained in the publication changes or no longer applies. 
The performance of securities or financial instruments in the past 
allows no reliable statement regarding their future performance. 
Accordingly, no warranty can be given for the future price, value or 
return of any of the financial instruments or their issuers as 
mentioned in this publication. Though the forecasts mentioned in this 
publication are based on assumptions that are based on objective 
data, they are not a reliable indicator of the future performance of a 
security or financial instrument. Erste Group, its affiliates, the 
members of its management(s), their executives and/or employees 
may hold or trade long or short positions in the financial instrument(s) 
referred to in this publication. Erste Group may, for its own account, 
enter into transactions in these financial instruments with or act as a 
market maker for clients, or provide or offer investment banking 
services to issuers. It may also be represented by representatives on 
the executive board, other bodies or committees of those entities. 
Erste Group may also act on or otherwise use the information or 
conclusions contained in this publication before they are received by 
the recipients. This publication is subject to the copyright of Erste 
Group and may not be reproduced, distributed or transmitted in 
whole or in part to unauthorized persons without the written consent 
of Erste Group. Upon acceptance of this publication the recipient 
agrees to be bound by the above provisions. 

For more information regarding conflicts of interest please click here. 
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